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 (Image: REUTERS) “It is not possible to trace a command from the President that gave this exact instruction,” the source said.
The prime minister's residence, in north-west Delhi, was cordoned off and a major security presence was seen. Smoke rises

from a fire at a mosque on the banks of river Yamuna in east Delhi (Image: Reuters) (Image: AFP) Six police personnel,
including two commandos, were injured in a communal clash in Meerut last week. They were not attacked in retaliation for the
temple attack, it emerged today. "Two individuals involved in the clashes last week have been arrested," Meerut SSP, Shashank
Sharma, said. But he said it was too early to say if the temple attackers were behind the latest clashes. Violent protests broke out
after one person was killed in Delhi on Saturday when a group of four suspected Hindu hardliners opened fire and burnt down a

shop in a Muslim-owned neighbourhood. The protesters also attacked shops, vandalised a bus and damaged traffic signals.
"People retaliated and started attacking them back," said Manoj Sharma, who witnessed the violence in Delhi's Dwarka area.
"The [suspected Hindu] attackers who were carrying country-made pistols and country-made rifles left the scene and are still

absconding. "The accused was clearly trying to avenge the Delhi attack. The area was clearly targeted." More than a dozen
shopkeepers have filed a complaint against the attackers in the locality, alleging the attackers were trying to burn down their

shops. Violence has gripped the nation since the hanging of a self-styled godman in Kashmir in September in what many regard
as a show of extra-judicial power by the government. The protests spread to New Delhi and a mob vandalised a Muslim

neighbourhood, sparking clashes with police that left a dozen people injured. The fresh wave of violence follows an attack on a
temple in the northern state of Haryana on Thursday when a group of men set it on fire after breaking into it and leaving one
person dead.# Copyright (c) Facebook, Inc. and its affiliates. # All rights reserved. # # This source code is licensed under the

license found in the # LIC 82157476af
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